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Thirty-thousand-year-old paintings have more to
say about the future of technology than you
might think.

Lutz Koepnick, professor of German, film and
media studies and comparative literature at
Washington University in St. Louis, will present
the second Humanities on Edge lecture of the
semester on Thursday, using Werner Herzog’s
3D documentary “Cave of Forgotten Dreams”
as a lens into the future of cinema.

“(Herzog) goes into this cave and sees this
early cave art as a kind of ‘proto-cinema,’”
said Koepnick, referring to the film.

The subject of Herzog’s documentary is
Chauvet-Pont-d’Arc Cave, home of pristine and
beautiful cave paintings roughly 32,000 years
old. Many of the paintings, by far the oldest
yet discovered, are layered in such a way to
depict movement.

“It’s an early form of cinema, but one that is
actually almost more complex than our own
today,” Koepnick said. “(What) I’m interested
in is using the past as a critique of the
present.”

Herzog presents his documentary in 3D — a
technology still in its infancy — to enhance
appreciation of the oldest-known art, otherwise
inaccessible. This full-circle approach turns the
film into a spiritual statement as much as an
informational one. In his lecture, Koepnick
turns that approach toward the future and
alternate ways of thinking about what’s to
come.

“These continuities between early cave art
and 3D cinema make us think about a future
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of cinema where we might actually physically
interact with screens that are three-
dimensional, rather than just two dimensions,”
he said, using the touchscreen boom as an
example. “Can we envision a screen with
which we have a really physical, bodily
relationship, that isn’t just the traditional
rectangle or square?”

Koepnick said the connection between cave
art and film teaches us to slow down and
critically reflect on our own progress.

“Instead of simply allowing technologies to
move forward by their command or logic, more
often we should ask ourselves, ‘Is this
something we actually want?’” he said.
“When something is so spectacular and
amazing, we sometimes lose track of exactly

what we want to consider as progress. Is every new device progress?”

Marco Abel, co-founder of the “Humanities on the Edge” series with Roland Végsö and co-organizer
with Jeannette Jones and Damien Pfister, spoke about the importance of critically questioning
technological progress.

“It should be exciting to follow (Koepnick’s) analysis of Herzog’s film,” Abel said. “Exemplifying how
one can think in new ways, far from the cliches blind celebrations of technological progress — think
“Wire” magazine, etc. — about phenomena that seem of the present, but may actually harken back to
an altogether different time.”

Abel said Koepnick’s credentials fit the series well, with research spanning subjects as diverse as
1920’s German cinema and contemporary aesthetic trends.

“His research sits at the intersection of the key terms that we chose to focus on for year three of our
cross-disciplinary speaker series,” Abel said. “Professor Koepnick is one of the biggest scholars in
German film and media studies and his work is characterized by his keen awareness of cutting edge
developments in media technologies, including digital technology, but also avant-garde artistic
techniques and developments.”

Thursday’s Humanities of the Edge lecture using “Cave of Forgotten Dreams” is just part of Koepnick’s
larger body of research, investigating films and art which reflect on the speed of modern life.

“The work of Herzog is kind of on the horizon of those interests,” he said. “How do artists today
address the fact that everything for us goes ever-faster and try to make us reflect on the different
speeds which determine and regulate our lives?”

Koepnick said — like Herzog — he’s interested in how art, even the most ancient, can open a dialogue
between past, present and future.

“It allows us tap into an earlier moment and use that earlier moment to reflect on our own time, our own
beliefs, our own assumptions about art,” he said. “We might never understand what they were doing,
but they can help us make us think about our own time.”

Herzog’s documentary is currently playing at the Mary Riepma Ross Media Arts Center and its run will
continue through Thursday evening.
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